A Local Gap in Sustainable Food Procurement: Organic Vegetables in Berlin’s School Meals
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Abstract: Organic and local food plays an important role in the discussion of sustainable public procurement for school catering services. The present study investigates the value chain supplying school catering with organic produce, using the organic vegetable industry in the Berlin-Brandenburg region in Germany as an example. The qualitative case study employs a structuration theory approach to explore value chain actors’ perspectives and their practices. Data is collected by conducting 14 in-depth interviews with actors on different supply chain levels (farming, wholesale, and catering) and analyzed by means of qualitative content analysis. The results suggest that, while organic food is generally important in school catering in Berlin, locally produced organic vegetables play only a minor role. A constraining factor is the lack of incentives for the use of locally produced organic food in the procurement guidelines, combined with a very limited budget for sourcing. Also, there are no preprocessing facilities in the region, while work organization in school catering services depends heavily on preprocessed food. From a farmers’ perspective, focusing on process grade vegetables is rarely a common marketing strategy.
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1. Introduction

Organic and local food plays an important role in the discussion of sustainable school catering systems. With the European Union’s move towards green public procurement, a number of regions across Europe have introduced public procurement policies that prioritize the use of organic food in school meals [1–3]. Some regions also include public procurement criteria that support the local sourcing of food [4]. Sustainable procurement policies that prioritize local and organic foods aim to support public health and food literacy, preserving the environment, and stimulating local economies [4,5]. Due to differences in national policy, food cultures, and school food systems, the concrete implementation of sustainable procurement practices varies greatly between European countries as well as between regions within countries [1,6].

In Berlin, public primary and secondary all-day schools, which were attended by about 175,000 students in 2016 [7], serve hot meals at lunch time. However, as school lunch is optional in some schools, not all students eat at school. The school meals have a fixed price of EUR 3.25 and are payed for by parents, as well as subsidized by the city of Berlin. Meals are generally provided by private catering services on contracts that are awarded in individual per-school tendering processes for about four-year terms [8].
The city state of Berlin is one of the German pioneer regions striving to make its procurement practices for school catering more sustainable [1]. In 2014, Berlin’s senate introduced the procurement policy for school catering which defined a set of compulsory sustainability criteria and a system of additional incentives for school caterers to improve the general quality of school meals. The compulsory criteria require the use of a minimum percentage of organic produce and include a range of other sustainability measures, such as a ban on genetically modified food and guidelines for waste reduction and recycling. Also, by combining additional quality incentives with a fixed price per meal, Berlin’s procurement policy aims to create a situation where school caterers compete on the basis of quality rather than price [9]. The procurement policy incentivizes school caterers to increase the share of organic food beyond the mandatory percentage, amongst other aspects [8]. However, neither the compulsory criteria nor the additional incentives explicitly mention the use of local produce.

The present study investigates how the current procurement policy supports the local food sector, using organic vegetable value chains as an example. It builds upon the discussion on local value chains in school catering procurement and explores the perspectives of the actors in the value chain using a structuration theory approach [10,11]. By studying the value chain as a social system, it aims to identify value chain actors’ practices as well as the structural factors that constrain or enable the local value chain. The study will help policy-makers, practitioners, and other stakeholders to understand the opportunities and challenges posed by using local organic produce in school catering. Food that is considered local in the present paper is produced in the federal state of Brandenburg that surrounds the city of Berlin, a region largely dominated by agriculture.

2. Local Food Value Chains in School Catering

Local sourcing of food for use in public institutions is an important issue in the discussion around sustainable procurement in school catering. One argument is that sourcing food locally can support local economies, reduce the environmental impact of food transport, and provide educational opportunities [5]. It is important to note, however, that local food systems are not by default more sustainable than national or global food systems [12]. Rather, the sustainability of public procurement practices depends on many factors, including production methods, use of resources, engagement with local communities, etc. [5,13]. In spite of some criticism, local agri-food value chains have the potential to contribute to sustainable food systems and are commonly discussed in the context of sustainable procurement policies, often in combination with organic production [4,13–16].

An agri-food value chain is a strategic partnership among interdependent businesses—such as farms, processing companies, and intermediaries—who work together to jointly create added value. To describe the level of value chain organization and partnership between firms in agri-food value chains, Peterson, Wysocki, & Harsh [17] define a continuum from low intensity, ‘invisible hand’ coordination (spot markets) to high intensity, ‘managed’ coordination (vertical integration). Several researchers have examined alternative approaches to organizing agri-food value chains for school catering. The most cited examples are farm-to-school programs, which aim to increase the share of locally produced food in school lunches in the USA by connecting food producers directly with schools in a collaborative program [18]. Local school catering value chains are commonly described using concepts such as short food supply chains and values-based supply chains, e.g., [15,19–21]:

- Marsden, Banks, & Bristow [22] define short food supply chain as an umbrella term for value chains that are characterized by ‘relations of proximity’ between the producer and the consumer. This can mean that there is face-to-face interaction between producer and consumer, or as in the case of local school catering, that food is sold in the region where it was produced and consumers are aware of the origin of the product [22,23]. The concept is commonly used to describe alternatives to long and complex chains that have a large number of intermediaries and diminish the proportion of total added value that remains with the original producers or within the region [22,23].
The concept of values-based supply chains places emphasis on both the values associated with differentiated food products and the values that characterize the relationships between value chain actors [24]. Values-based supply chains are characterized by product differentiation (e.g., through social and environmental values embedded in products), as well as by partnerships, trust, shared governance, and a common commitment to the welfare of all participants [24,25]. Values-based supply chains may comprise strategic partnerships of midscale farms and other food enterprises that aim to handle high volumes of differentiated products, operate effectively on a regional level, and distribute their profits equitably between partnering companies [26].

In the present study, the concepts described above are used to explore and describe collaborations between actors at different levels in the local agri-food value chain for organic vegetables in school catering.

3. Value Chains as Social Systems

The present study uses a structuration theory approach to investigate an agri-food chain as a social system of value chain actors that interact with one other. Structuration theory is a social theory originally developed by Giddens [10] to describe and analyze the interdependence between structure and agency in social systems. A core tenet of structuration theory is the duality of structure, which describes how agency, in the form of social practices, shapes the structures within a system while the structures enable and constrain these same practices. Actors create and reproduce the structures within a system through social practices, across repeated interaction with one other. Structuration happens in a recurrent process: actors form an understanding of the system around them, draw upon rules that define what they can and cannot do, and use resources to control and influence their surroundings. In the context of the value chain, examples of resources are access to logistics and infrastructure, as well as the availability of a certain quantity of a product at a given time and place. Examples of rules are certification or procurement rules, but also non-formal norms, such as the way value chain actors interact with one other.

While structuration theory has been used in a large number of studies, ranging from sociology and information systems to value chain research, it has not gone without criticism. For instance, Giddens [10] has been criticized for conflating agency and structure [27], for not clearly defining his central concept of rules [11,28], and for an overly simplified dependency on the concept of rules in his notion of signification and legitimation [11,29]. Also, its highly abstract nature and lack of clear guidelines regarding its empirical application can make it difficult to use structuration theory in empirical research, e.g., [29,30].

To overcome the potential weaknesses of structuration theory, the present study uses Stones’ refined structuration framework, which he calls “strong structuration theory” [11]. Stones [11] builds on the criticism described above and provides a re-interpretation of Structuration Theory as a methodologically sound approach to empirical research. It adds clear guidelines for the application of structuration theory and places emphasis on the analysis of the context from the actors’ perspectives (actors’ conduct analysis) and their understanding of the structures that define their actions (context analysis). The framework expands Giddens’ original structuration concept with four analytically separate but interlinked components that can be studied empirically by focusing on each actor individually [11]:

- External structures are the actors’ context. They include all conditions of action that exist independently of the actors.
- Internal structures describe what the actors know and how they think. This includes the actors’ values and attitudes as well as their understanding of the context.
- Practices describe how actors draw on internal structures to interact within their context.
- Outcomes describe how both external and internal structures are produced and reproduced by actors’ practices.
The present study applies a structuration theory approach that investigates the value chain as a social system. The system includes actors at different levels of the value chain, such as farmers, wholesalers, and school caterers, as well as structural factors and practices within the value chain (Figure 1). It describes how practices by value chain actors (1) shape the structures within the system of the value chain while the structures (2) enable and constrain these same practices.

![Figure 1. Structuration theory [10,11], applied to the value chain for school catering.](image)

A number of studies have relied on Structuration Theory for organizational and management research (e.g., [30–33]), supply chain research [34], and more recently, agri-food value chain research [21,35,36]. Heiss et al. [21] investigated the organization of a farm-to-school initiative using a structuration theory approach in a qualitative case study. The study explored organizational structure and practices as well as factors that help or hinder organizing efforts. Heiss et al. [21] used Giddens’ [10] structuration theory to explore how farm-to-school actors create, maintain, or change organizational structures within a farm-to-school initiative. They concluded that, while structuration theory has yet to be adopted by researchers studying local food systems and value chains, it has much to contribute to studying the ways in which physical and social practices evolve into routine value chain systems [21].

Pullman & Dillard [36] used structuration theory in their case study research into sustainability practices of a farmer’s cooperative in the USA. Their qualitative case study examined the transfer of values and norms of family-owned farms into a values-based supply chain management system [36], and later the introduction of a new sustainability management tool [35]. Pullman & Dillard [36] based their theoretical framework on structuration theory as formulated by Giddens [10], and refined by Sewell [29] and Stones [11]. They suggested that structuration theory can be used as a “theoretical lens” for investigating complex relationships among value chain actors see also [34,36], particularly in research that takes emergent value chain structures and the unique values of sustainable organizations into account [36].

An alternative concept that has been used in agri-food chain research is the actor-network theory, e.g., [37,38]. It is similar to strong structuration theory in that it comprises a theoretical and methodological approach to analyzing complex systems. Actor-network theory is commonly used in the study of systems that consist of technology and human actors. It offers a different notion of the relationship between actors and systems to the one held by structuration theory, and it has been criticized for ignoring human motives and virtues [39,40]. Jack & Kholeif [41] argue that strong structuration theory is as robust and credible as actor-network theory, while also being particularly
useful for case studies that deal with clusters of actors within systems and their relationships with one
other, as is the case for agri-food value chains. Hence, the present study relies on strong structuration
theory according to Stones [11].

In order to broaden the understanding of the value chain as a complex system of actors and
value chain practices, the present study uses the four analytical components of strong structuration
theory (practices, internal structures, external structures, and outcomes). The study also follows
Stones’ [11] iterative analysis process to explore each actor’s value chain activities and their individual
perspectives, values and attitudes (actors’ conduct analysis). Enabling and constraining factors were
derived (context analysis) on this basis.

4. Methods

The present study used a qualitative case study approach to explore the local organic vegetable
value chain in the Berlin-Brandenburg metropolitan region in the context of Berlin’s procurement
policy. The use of the case study approach as a research strategy aims at understanding the dynamics of
a single setting [42]. As procurement practices for school meals differ considerably between countries
and regions within countries, and because Berlin is a pioneer region in the use of organic food in
school catering in Germany [1], the study focuses on a unique phenomenon. Thus, it is investigated as
a single case study [43].

For the field of agribusiness, case study research has been deemed appropriate and successfully
applied [44–46]. Moreover, case study approaches are commonly employed in research that builds
upon structuration theory, which includes agri-food value chain research [21,30,35,36]. Strong
structuration theory is particularly suited to case study research in management and organizational
studies, as it combines theory with a disciplined methodological approach to empirical research into
the relationships between actors and their context [41]. In the present study, the case study approach
helps to gain an in-depth understanding of the case through the perspectives and practices of value
chain actors. These include school caterers, wholesalers, and organic vegetable farmers based in the
Berlin-Brandenburg region. It was not possible to identify vegetable pre-processing facilities for
organic catering within the region. The present study focuses on sourcing and distribution practices
for organic vegetables. End consumers, students and parents, were not considered for the study.
The composition of school meals is decided by school caterers based on agreements made during the
tendering process.

4.1. Data Collection

School catering value chains are complex systems in which several structural factors and the
interaction between a large number of participants define value chain practices [19,21]. Potential
interviewees were identified based on online research, conversations with value chain actors, and
information provided by local non-governmental organizations that are active in the fields of school
catering and organic farming.

To capture multiple perspectives on the case, document its many facets, and identify common
value chain practices, the present study used maximum variation as a purposeful sampling strategy [47].
Interviewees were selected from each level of the value chain and within each value chain level. The
selection aimed to include interviewees from companies with a diverse range of characteristics, such as
different distribution channels or company sizes. Interviewees were actors in management positions
who were expected to be knowledgeable about the phenomena. This included farm owners and
managers in organic vegetable production, as well as managers working in wholesale and catering
(Table 1).

Data was collected through fourteen in-depth interviews that served to obtain a detailed and
comprehensive representation of the value chain. In-depth interviews are used to seek exhaustive
information and a thorough understanding of the issue [48], as well as gather rich data about actors’
perceived realities and day-to-day practices [49]. The interviews were conducted in person between
November 2017 and May 2018, and each interview lasted 60 to 90 min. To guide data collection, semi-structured interview guides were used. For each level of the supply chain, there was a specific set of questions.

Table 1. Interviewees and their backgrounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee Characteristics</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farmer 1 Owner</td>
<td>Distribution through direct marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer 2 Owner</td>
<td>Distribution through organic wholesale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer 3 Owner</td>
<td>Distribution through direct marketing and organic wholesale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer 4 Production manager</td>
<td>Distribution through direct marketing and organic wholesale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer 5 Owner</td>
<td>Distribution through direct marketing and organic wholesale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesaler 1 Managing director</td>
<td>Organic vegetables wholesaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesaler 2 Managing director</td>
<td>Full-range organic food wholesaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesaler 3 Managing director</td>
<td>Full-range food wholesaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterer 1 Owner</td>
<td>100% organic *, operating in Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterer 2 Owner</td>
<td>100% organic *, operating in Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterer 3 Kitchen manager</td>
<td>100% organic *, operating in Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterer 4 Kitchen manager</td>
<td>56% organic *, operating in Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterer 5 Procurement manager</td>
<td>40% organic *, operating in Berlin and Brandenburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterer 6 Department manager for catering services</td>
<td>40% organic *, operating nationwide, centralized procurement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Share of organic food in school meals, by value. The Berlin school catering procurement policy does not specify the product group in which the organic ingredients must be used.

The interview guides covered the following information:

- **Introduction**: The interviewee’s background and details about their company.
- **Perspectives on value chain practices**: Relevant actors and their interaction within the value chain focusing on the production, distribution, and procurement of organic vegetables.
- **Perspectives on the organic vegetable industry**: Recent market developments focusing on the Berlin school catering procurement policy.
- **Wrap up**: The opportunity for interviewees to add and ask questions.

The topics were addressed using open-ended questions that were asked based on the flow of the conversation. During the interview, participants were also asked to draw a sketch of the value chain and to explain it. This activity aimed to generate deeper insight into each actor’s perception of the value chain. Conducting drawing activities with participants in qualitative organizational research is a method suggested by Warren [50] as a tool for improving participant involvement and for generating an increased understanding.

4.2. Data Analysis

The interview material was prepared as the first step in data analysis. Twelve of the fourteen interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim using the f4 transcription software (dr. dresing & pehl GmbH, Marburg, Germany). Two interviewees did not consent to being recorded, field notes were therefore created. In qualitative research, it is common to use a form of transcription to prepare the interview data for analysis [51]. As in the present study, the content of the interviews is what’s interesting, the personal speech characteristics were removed (e.g., dialects, pauses, filler words). In the next step, the transcriptions and field notes were analyzed using qualitative content
Sustainability. The latter is a method used to systematically reduce and summarize qualitative data by assigning text fragments to categories that are defined in a coding frame [52]. In the data analysis, the qualitative content analysis software ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was used, which supports the development of the coding frame, category assignment, and category management and their relationships [53].

The interview data was structured using a hybrid approach of deductive and inductive coding [52]. The main categories were defined deductively based on the analytical components of strong structuration theory: practices, internal structures, external structures, and outcomes (Figure 2). Following the iterative analysis process defined by Stones [11], subcategories were defined inductively in a recurrent series of steps. First, practices and internal structures were identified for each actor. This included the actors’ value chain activities and their perspectives on the phenomenon as well as their values and attitudes. In another step, the context analysis, relevant external structures were identified. Based upon the external structures, constraining and enabling factors were derived. The categories and subcategories were defined and described in ATLAS.ti.

![Individual actors’ conduct analysis](image)

**Individual actors’ conduct analysis**

**School caterers**

**Wholesalers**

**Farmers**

**internal structures**

- values & attitudes regarding local / organic
- actors’ perception of:
  - procurement rules
  - other actors
  - market developments

**value chain practices**

- marketing
- purchasing
- collaboration
- use of local food
- use of organic food

**Context analysis**

**External structures and outcomes**

enabling and constraining factors for a local value chain

- demand for local food
- supply of local organic food
- price
- procurement criteria
- actors’ attitude regarding local / organic

**Figure 2.** Coding frame: hybrid approach based on strong structuration theory.
5. Results und Discussion

Strong structuration theory reveals structural factors that influence value chains based on the analysis of value chain practices and actors’ internal structures. The following sections present practices and internal structures broken down by value chain level. Based on these findings and the body of literature reviewed above, the second part discusses the structural factors that enable and constrain the use of local organic vegetables in Berlin school meals.

The participants in the present case study are school caterers, wholesalers, and organic vegetable farmers located in the Berlin-Brandenburg metropolitan region. Preprocessing facilities for organic vegetables could not be identified within the region (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Actors’ sourcing and distribution practices in the organic vegetable value chain in the Berlin-Brandenburg region.](image)

5.1. Value Chain Actors’ Conduct: Internal Structures and Practices

Caterers—In Berlin, school catering is handled by private catering companies. The interviewed caterers range from large companies that prepare tens of thousands of meals per day to smaller companies that prepare several hundred meals per day. The caterers specialize in school meals and run their own large-scale kitchens from which they supply schools with food. Only two of the interviewed school caterers run kitchens are actually located at a school.

Public schools select a catering company through an individual tendering process based on Berlin’s rules for school catering procurement. The rules define a set of compulsory award criteria and a graded scoring system of additional incentives for school caterers to improve the general quality of school meals. Among other aspects, the compulsory criteria require the use of a minimum percentage of 15% of organic ingredients while the scoring system incentivizes school caterers to increase the share of organic food beyond what is mandatory [8]. It does not specify the product group in which the organic ingredients must be used.

The Berlin procurement rules for school catering are perceived by interviewees as a strong driver for the use of organic food. As organic food is one of the explicit reward criteria in the scoring system, catering companies compete over the share of organic food they use. A kitchen manager of a school catering company described his company’s motivation to increase the share of organic food:
We use organic food because we got our school catering contracts through tenders. There are certain tendering criteria and the catering companies can offer a percentage of organic food [which they guarantee to they will use], which is equivalent to a certain number of points in the tendering process, so you are more likely to be awarded the contract. There are a maximum number of points to be awarded for an organic share of 56%, and that’s what we offered. So the school meals we provide use 56% organic ingredients. (Caterer 4: kitchen manager, 7000 meals per day)

While a few caterers had focused on organic food before the procurement rules were introduced, the incentives for using organic food have also led other catering companies to increase the share of organic food on their menus. All interviewed caterers confirmed that, at the time of the interview, at least 40% of the total food they used for school meals was organic, expressed in terms of value. The graded scoring system incentivizes the use of organic food up to 56%, which is what caterers aim for when they try to win a tender. Aiming for a smaller organic percentage makes it easier to source ingredients, particularly for some large caterers who regularly need large quantities of produce to fulfill their contracts. Larger caterers also said that they primarily use organic ingredients in product groups where the price difference between organic and conventional products is small. Some smaller caterers use up to 100% of organic ingredients because they operate in a niche market segment that also serves institutions that particularly value organic food, are able to pay higher prices, and are not subject to the procurement policy, such as independent schools and nurseries.

The use of locally produced food is not incentivized by Berlin’s procurement policy, unlike the sustainable procurement practices in other European regions [4]. When local food is used, this is due to a positive attitude shown towards local sourcing by some caterers, and, to a certain degree, explicit requests from parents:

It’s parents, of course, who ask for local food. Local sourcing, that’s one thing that’s always requested. And I tell them we’ll do our best. But in the end, as I said, our main supplier is [local organic wholesaler] and we can only buy what [local organic wholesaler] has to offer in terms of local food. (Caterer 1: owner of catering company, 900 meals per day)

The last statement indicates that, in practice, the use of local organic food depends on availability through the caterers’ regular suppliers. Caterers describe a general need to balance several factors in their sourcing practices. Other factors that influence the use of local organic food are price, quality, and the availability of preprocessed food, such as peeled and sliced potatoes, on which they are heavily dependent. Two of the actors interviewed described their perspectives on sourcing as follows:

In general, this is a very important concept for us. Using a lot of organic vegetables, whenever possible fresh and local—because we want to provide healthy meals. But, of course, we also need to make compromises [. . . ], for example, beans in winter and, of course, canned tomatoes and canned corn and preprocessed sauerkraut. And sometimes preprocessed potatoes, which we know are not from the region. [...] My cooks don’t have time to peel potatoes for eight hours. We don’t have the capacity and then we need to use that [preprocessed] stuff. (Caterer 2: owner of a catering company, 1000 meals per day)

We always tell our suppliers that we want it [local and seasonal produce] whenever possible. The determining factors are (a) [pre-processed] qualities and (b) price. It is that simple. (Caterer 4: kitchen manager, 7000 meals per day)

As several studies have shown, a key constraint in sustainable school catering procurement is the price premium for local or organic produce, e.g., [15,54]. With regards to the situation in Berlin, the interviewees perceived the fixed price of 3.25 EUR per meal as a limiting factor to using a significant share of local organic food, which the caterers described as more expensive than conventionally sourced or non-regional organic foods. Price is described as a decisive factor in the decision between purchasing local or non-local produce:
Of course, you have to remember that we are in a very low-price segment. A school meal costs about EUR 3.25 and of that, we can use a maximum of EUR 1 for the cost of goods. [...] We have committed ourselves to using organic, so we do. But if, for example, an organic apple from Germany is twice as expensive as one from Spain, we take the Spanish one. (Caterer 5: procurement manager, 30,000 meals per day)

The interviewed caterers purchase organic vegetables from local conventional and organic wholesalers as well as from specialized preprocessing and trading companies that operate nationwide. An important factor in selecting a supplier is reliable deliveries tailored to the workflow of large-scale kitchens, which a caterer describes as follows:

Delivery reliability is very important for us. We need to make sure we get what we ordered. We plan in advance. We do plan our menus and we need to follow he plan. If it doesn’t work out once, that won’t be the end of the world, but in general, we need to follow the menu plan. And we rely on getting what we order [...] so we have two different wholesalers that supply us with peeled potatoes, organic and conventionally produced. (Caterer 1: owner of a catering company, 900 meals per day)

This statement also underlines large-scale kitchens’ dependency on a continuous supply with large quantities of certain foods. Therefore, larger catering companies commonly coordinate requirements with their suppliers ahead of time, and make arrangements to ensure delivery reliability for specific products:

We have an arrangement with our suppliers that if we need peeled potatoes, we can call them until noon and they will deliver the goods the next day. This is really important with regards to shelf life, ordering processes, and the logistics involved—and that’s why we have a fixed supplier. Because we do not have large storage capacities in our kitchens, we have to be able to rely on the supplier being really flexible so that we can order often—sometimes on a daily basis. (Caterer 5: procurement manager, 30,000 meals per day)

While all interviewed caterers purchase mainly from wholesalers, direct purchases from local farms are rare and only reported by smaller catering companies. Such purchases were described as “one-off deliveries”. Individual farms cannot regularly provide the foods and the reliable service required in school catering. Also, sourcing from farms means less delivery security and additional organizational effort, such as individual ordering and delivery arrangements:

If I always purchased directly from farmers, there would be a lot of effort needed for coordination and there’s also the risk that their car breaks down or that something else goes wrong [...] and I’d be stuck here alone with no vegetables. (Caterer 1: owner of a catering company, 900 meals per day)

The above statement illustrates the crucial role that local intermediaries play in school catering procurement for the access to local and organic foods through bundling supply and providing logistics see also [55].

Wholesalers—The interviewed wholesale managers represent three different companies: a full-range wholesaler focusing primarily on conventionally produced food but also offering a range of organic products, an organic wholesaler specializing in organic food, and a new, specialized organic vegetable wholesaler aiming to reduce food waste by distributing farms’ surplus vegetables to catering services. All three wholesalers operate within the Berlin-Brandenburg metropolitan region.

All three interviewees perceived a generally increased demand in local and organic food, both from retail and catering. The organic wholesalers link this increased demand to the procurement rules in school catering:

Organic school catering is an important factor for organic wholesale in Berlin. On one hand, there are caterers who are committed to using organic food even without any guidelines—and
have done so for a long time. On the other hand, the procurement guidelines encourage caterers who are not big fans of organic food to look into organic as well. This includes large companies that operate nationally and internationally. (Wholesaler 2: managing director, full-range organic food wholesaler)

Both the organic and the specialized vegetable wholesaler described a strong dispositional commitment to organic farming and local value creation that plays a central role in their local sourcing efforts. The organic wholesaler interviewed for this study perceives himself as deeply rooted in the local organic industry and has maintained long-standing partnerships with local farms:

In season, we source a large share [of vegetables] locally. This means from Berlin, Brandenburg, and the districts bordering Brandenburg. We definitely try to source from nearby. When it comes to local fruits and vegetables, local organic wholesalers are important because they have long-standing relationships with farmers. (Wholesaler 2: managing director, full-range organic food wholesaler)

The specialized vegetable wholesaler works with both local farmers and importers to rescue surplus harvest and non-marketable, imperfect vegetables and sell them to restaurants and caterers. They describe themselves as a mission-driven company that primarily aims to reduce food waste. The interviewee perceives it as difficult to build relationships with local farmers because for them, selling imperfect produce is often not interesting from an economic perspective due to the effort required for organization and logistics:

We thought, there are so many farmers—we just need to show them what we do and they will sign up. But that’s not how it is. You need to adapt to the processes of farmers and it takes a long time to establish relationships [with farmers] in Brandenburg. (Wholesaler 1: managing director, organic vegetables wholesaler)

In contrast, the full-range wholesaler has no specific local sourcing practices for organic vegetables. The interviewees described past attempts to build direct relationships with local organic farms that were unsuccessful due to requirements that could not be met by farmers, such as a continuous supply of certain quantities and qualities. The full-range wholesaler sees business potential in trading local organic vegetables but does not currently work with local organic vegetable farms because access to the farms is perceived as difficult. This underscores the importance of the organic wholesale sector in the Berlin-Brandenburg region that actively works on establishing partnerships with local producers and connects rural farms to purchasers in urban areas.

Farmers—All interviewed farmers are based in Brandenburg, the federal state surrounding Berlin, and concentrate on growing organic vegetables. In Brandenburg, organic vegetable production spans about 790 hectares (400 hectares of potatoes and 390 hectares of other vegetables), which is a relatively small share of the total agricultural land compared to other parts of Germany [56]. The 390 hectares of organic vegetables represents 6% of total vegetable production in Brandenburg; in the neighboring federal state of Saxony this figure is 25% grown on 1000 hectares [56]. The interviewees include both managers of well-established and newly founded farms. They described a strong commitment to organic farming principles and personal values that play an important role in how they run their businesses, such as a commitment to family farming and biodiversity. In particular, newcomers express strong notions of independence and entrepreneurial daring in pursuing their individual ideas of starting up a farm while at the same time describing economic challenges that impact their value chain activities.

In our first year, we started out very idealistic, with a diversity of vegetables crops, direct marketing, and things like that. But at some point, we realized that it is so much work and just not worth it. [ . . . ] since then, we have developed our business in such a way that we sell 90% [through wholesale], which means specializing in specific vegetable crops. (Farmer 2: 5 ha, wholesale supplier)
All interviewees perceived organic vegetable farmers in Brandenburg as each having an individual niche, which results in what interviewees describe as very little competition between farms. At the same time, they saw an increase in demand for local organic vegetables. One actor described a demand-driven market that is still undergoing further development. Several farmers emphasized that Berlin is a very important market for their products where they can charge “good prices”, both in direct marketing and organic wholesale. Two farmers described this situation in the following statements:

If we weren’t based here [near Berlin], it really would be much harder. That’s just the way it is. We have the great advantage of being here. (Farmer 3: 13 ha, distribution through direct marketing and organic wholesale)

There could be more farms. There are still a lot of goods brought in from outside the region and I am not just talking about exotic fruit. Also things that we stock for January or February—onions, carrots, our supply only lasts for a certain time. Because there is so little vegetable production, so much more could be done, also with regards to storage. Demand is growing steadily. (Farmer 2: 5 ha, distribution through organic wholesale)

Despite the opportunities described above, farmers are also facing challenges. A drawback noted is the effort required for logistics, particularly for direct marketers:

Berlin is our main sales market, but the problem is that you need time to get there. If you start out growing vegetables, you don’t have time for anything. You don’t have time for a farmers’ market and you don’t have time to drive your produce to Berlin. It would take way too much time—time that you need on your fields. That’s why intermediaries who take your products to Berlin are so interesting. (Farmer 1: 1 ha, distribution through direct marketing)

The interviewed organic vegetable farmers market their products primarily within the Berlin-Brandenburg region as fresh produce, both through direct marketing, independent grocery stores, and local organic wholesale. Farms that focus on direct marketing sell their produce through farmers markets, box schemes, community-supported agriculture, or directly on site at their farms. Many newcomers focus on direct marketing because it enables them to market products quickly, independently, and flexibly, and to deal with challenges in the start-up phase that may prevent them from working with wholesalers. While some of the farmers interviewed had never heard of the Berlin procurement rules for school catering, others had experience with occasionally distributing surplus produce to caterers directly. Those transactions where described as individual sales:

In high season, I sometimes need to sell surplus produce [...]. So, if a catering company calls and asks what we have, I’ll tell him, say, that we have oversized celery, for example. If he then takes 100 kilos of it, it may make sense to actually drive there [to deliver it]. (Farmer 5: 25 ha, distribution through direct marketing and organic wholesale)

Other farmers distribute their products through wholesalers. Interviewees described long-standing partnerships with local organic wholesalers that involve production planning and sharing market information. Well-established farms perceived this collaboration as reliable and the partners as trustworthy. They also described information sharing and joint pricing:

Our relationship with local wholesale is based on partnership. Once a year, they bring producers together to discuss prices and requirements. And they put local first. If a product is available locally, they will go to great lengths to source it locally. (Farmer 4: 20 ha, distribution through direct marketing and organic wholesale)

The interviewed farmers mostly have well-functioning local marketing channels for fresh produce, either using some form of direct marketing or working with local organic wholesalers (Figure 3). Conventional wholesale plays a minor role. Direct marketing to catering services is also rare. Similar to the caterers, the interviewed farmers also see a lack of organic processing facilities in the region see also [57].
5.2. Context Analysis: Structural Factors

The above analysis of individual actors’ practices and internal structures provides a depiction of current marketing and procurement structures in Berlin school catering and the local organic vegetable industry. It suggests that the proliferation of organic food in school catering has not supported the creation of coordinated local value chains. When local organic vegetables are used in school meals, this happens largely by chance. Local organic vegetables only find their way into Berlin’s school meals when caterers can use their regular suppliers to source locally and when prices for local produce are competitive. There is no apparent local end-to-end value chain from farm to school. The present study identified four key structural factors that enable or constrain the use of locally produced organic vegetables in Berlin school catering: (1) price, (2) procurement policy, (3) supply and demand for local organic produce, as well as (4) shared values and partnerships between actors.

Price—Among the interviewed caterers, there is a general understanding that the primary limiting factor for locally-sourced organic food in school catering is price. The fixed price of EUR 3.25 per meal is perceived as too low to use a significant amount of local organic food. These findings are in line with earlier studies from other regions that also identified higher prices for local or organic food as a constraining factor for their use in institutional catering, e.g., [15,21,54].

According to Filippini et al. [14] price is not a constraint for including organic food per se, but a limit to increasing the volume of organic food in school catering. Thus, they consider sustainable procurement policies as only partially successful in overcoming the strict cost effectiveness criteria of traditional procurement, a result which is in line with the findings of the present study. While school caterers in Berlin no longer compete directly based on price, they compete in terms of cost efficiency as they try to provide higher shares of organic food at the given price. This in turn prevents them from sourcing locally, which is often less cost-efficient due to small production scales and costly logistics see also [16,54].

Lethinen [15] found higher prices for local food to be the primary barrier to the implementation of local school catering procurement when local food producers compete with supply from national or even international food markets. This is also true for the Berlin-Brandenburg region, where organic vegetable farms in Brandenburg focus on selling high-priced differentiated products through retail or direct marketing and do not usually aim to compete over price with food from national or international markets. In establishing local value chains for school catering, one challenge is to create a system that is financially viable and attractive for local organic farmers. Conner et al. [19] and Stevenson et al. [26] suggest that this could be achieved through establishing values-based supply chains, where farms form strategic partnerships with other value chain actors to produce and distribute high volumes of differentiated produce on a regional level, and distribute their profits equitably between partnering companies.

Procurement policy—Since the introduction of the current Berlin school catering procurement policy, both the organic wholesaler and the specialized vegetable wholesaler have seen an increase in the demand for organic food. These findings are in line with other studies that identified the implementation of procurement policies on a local level as a key driver for sustainable procurement practices [4,14]. However, the interviewed farmers did not perceive an increased demand for organic vegetables linked to the introduction of the procurement rules. This situation suggests that the increase in demand is satisfied by organic produce that is mostly produced outside the Berlin-Brandenburg metropolitan region. It can be seen as a result of the Berlin procurement rules not incentivizing the use of local food, which stands in contrast to other sustainable procurement policies that directly or indirectly prioritize local food [4,6]. Smith et al. [4] described examples from Scotland and Denmark where the prioritization of local sourcing in sustainable public sector food procurement is used as a policy instrument to support local economies and improve public health.

European procurement regulations are sometimes assumed to restrict the local sourcing of food for public institutions [15]. This is due to an inherent tension arising from several concerns that European public procurement policies aim to satisfy, ranging from environmental and social sustainability
on the one side, to free trade, economic efficiency, and competition on the other [6,58]. The latter can be interpreted as prohibiting the prioritization of local producers in public catering contracts. Despite this apparent restriction, there is some scope for public authorities in the formulation of their specific procurement policies [58]. Local policy-makers take advantage of this scope to prioritize local food through quality criteria that are closely associated with local sourcing, such as freshness and seasonality [6].

Supply and demand for local vegetables—Independently of the procurement rules, interviewees at all value chain levels perceived an increased demand in locally produced food. Some caterers see this as a consumer trend which is also increasingly relevant in school catering. They describe a general interest in using more local organic food in school catering but also suggest that use in practice is restricted, due to price, but also due to a lack of preprocessed, locally produced supply.

The existing organic farms concentrate on marketing fresh produce through direct marketing and regional organic wholesalers rather than producing vegetables for processing. This is also due to a lack of preprocessing facilities in the Berlin-Brandenburg region. Because of work organization and facilities in large-scale kitchens, catering companies are heavily dependent on preprocessed food, such as peeled and sliced potatoes, which they cannot source locally. Instead, they rely on specialized suppliers that operate nationwide and partially use cheap, anonymous vegetables from spot markets, which makes it difficult for school caterers to track the origin of the primary products. This situation was confirmed by value chain actors on other levels of the value chain. It is also in line with findings from other studies that identified the dependency on preprocessed food as a barrier for local value chains in school catering [18,54,59,60].

In contrast to findings from earlier studies in Northern Europe [16,61], the present study found no general issues with the availability of organic food for use in school catering. In Berlin, school caterers and wholesalers have established structures that enable them to source the required qualities and quantities from national and international providers.

Shared values and partnerships—Despite the issues described above, there is a positive attitude towards local sourcing and local organic food production that many of the interviewed actors share. Shared values among actors are considered to be key prerequisites for establishing short food supply chains or values-based supply chains [23,24], which are discussed in the context of sustainable food systems, also with regards to school catering [15,62]. In addition to this, there are some current value chain practices that could already be characterized as using short food supply chain or values-based supply chain concepts. For example, several farms that use forms of direct marketing as distribution channels are embedded in structures that could be described as short food supply chains [22]. Other farms have long-standing, trustworthy wholesalers as partners that could also be characterized as coordinated values-based supply chains [26]. The existing local value chains, however, are not geared towards school catering.

Using Peterson’s [17] categorization of agri-food chains, school catering procurement in Berlin can be characterized as mostly spot market-based with a tendency towards vertical coordination, particularly in the case of larger catering companies. Some caterers have long-term arrangements and coordinate requirements with their suppliers in advance. Local organic wholesalers play a particularly important role in the industry, as they supply school caterers with organic vegetables and handle the logistics to make produce from Brandenburg available in Berlin. Some wholesalers have also adjusted their services and product range to the specific requirements of public caterers. The importance of regionally-based intermediaries has also been pointed out by Izumi et al. [55] who described food distributors and their relationships to local actors as enablers for local school catering value chains.

6. Conclusions

The present research applied strong structuration theory in a case study of the organic vegetable value chain for school catering in the Berlin-Brandenburg metropolitan region. By providing comprehensive insights into the social system of the value chain, the results contribute to the discussion
on local and organic food in sustainable school catering, which is a current issue in many European regions. Using a strong structuration theory approach, it was found that the actor’s existing practices prevent the formation of a complete value chain from farm to table. There is a local gap in school catering. While the current catering procurement policy has led to an increased use of organic food in Berlin’s school meals, it has not contributed noticeably to local value creation in the organic vegetable industry. Without intervention which aims to support local value chains, the existing structures can be expected to continue to reproduce the local gap in sustainable procurement in Berlin’s school catering.

There are several ways this situation could be addressed at the practical and policy levels. To establish sustainable school catering that includes locally-sourced organic produce, Berlin’s policy-makers could support local value creation by introducing incentives for the use of local organic food in public procurement policies, by establishing award criteria that take local sourcing into account and support it financially. There are examples from other regions in Europe that have successfully integrated local sourcing incentives into public procurement guidelines see, e.g., [4]. Moreover, to evaluate the impact of procurement policy, an evaluation framework, including periodic data collection on school meals and the local vegetable industry, has to be developed. At present, there are no statistics available on the use and sourcing of organic food in school catering in the region, which also makes it difficult for both policy-makers and practitioners to make strategic decisions.

The city of Berlin has committed to implementing a comprehensive and long-term sustainable food policy. A further increase in the organic share of school catering is part of this policy [63]. The results of the present study suggest that, without an explicit focus on local sourcing as an award criterion in the procurement process those measures will not strengthen sustainable value creation in the region.

On a practical level, infrastructure problems in the processing of fresh vegetables have to be overcome in order to increase the use of local organic vegetables in Berlin’s school meals. This could be addressed by equipping large-scale kitchens with the staff and facilities required to process fresh produce or by setting up pre-processing facilities in the region. Based on the current results, only the latter solution appears realistic, due to the decentralized nature of school catering in Berlin and the highly optimized work organization that generally prevails in school catering.

Policies to strengthen local organic production for schools need to provide more incentives for farmers in the region to grow vegetables for processing. Support needs to be provided to young and diversifying farms to introduce them to organic vegetable growing, produce the necessary qualities and quantities, and develop financially viable marketing strategies that are geared toward school catering services. Policy-makers and local non-governmental organizations could help to increase local organic vegetable production by providing support for farmers new to organic farming, for example by setting up and supporting training and advisory services for farmers in the region. Compared to other German regions, there are hardly any specific advisory services for organic vegetable producers in the Berlin-Brandenburg region.

Practitioners should work to improve organization of the value chain to leverage the potential for more local value creation. Strategic partnerships among actors—e.g., in the form of values-based supply chains—could help to scale up production, pool supply, and close gaps in the local value chain through joint investments in the lacking infrastructure, such as preprocessing facilities. In order to bring more local vegetables into school catering, it is particularly important to find suitable organizational structures to coordinate the value chain in a way that makes local organic vegetable production for processing in large-scale kitchens financially viable for all participants, especially farmers.

Further research is needed on how local sourcing and aspects of values-based agri-food chains can be considered as criteria in sustainable public procurement processes. For example, it may be beneficial to investigate whether local values-based supply chains exist in the context of school catering procurement in other European regions, and how they are implemented. Structuration theory could provide a theoretical lens to study the processes in developing local organic value chains, to identify
changes in actors’ practices over time, and investigate how these practices are affected by value chain coordination activities.
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